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Numerical experiments over the past years indicate that incorporating environmental variability is crucial for successful very
short-range convective-scale forecasts. To explore the impact of model physics on the creation of environmental variability and
its uncertainty, combined mesoscale-convective scale data assimilation experiments are conducted for a tornadic supercell storm.
Two 36-member WRF-ARW model-based mesoscale EAKF experiments are conducted to provide background environments
using either fixed or multiple physics schemes across the ensemble members. Two 36-member convective-scale ensembles are
initialized using background fields from either fixed physics or multiple physics mesoscale ensemble analyses. Radar observations
from four operational WSR-88Ds are assimilated into convective-scale ensembles using ARPS model-based 3DVAR system and
ensemble forecasts are launched. Results show that the ensemble with background fields from multiple physics ensemble provides
more realistic forecasts of significant tornado parameter, dryline structure, and near surface variables than ensemble from fixed
physics background fields. The probabilities of strong low-level updraft helicity from multiple physics ensemble correlate better
with observed tornado and rotation tracks than probabilities from fixed physics ensemble.This suggests that incorporating physics
diversity across the ensemble can be important to successful probabilistic convective-scale forecast of supercell thunderstorms,
which is the main goal of NOAA’s Warn-on-Forecast initiative.

1. Introduction

The development and evolution of severe thunderstorm
events are strongly tied to the environment, and therefore
incorporating mesoscale environmental variability and its
uncertainty is crucial for successful convective-scale data
assimilation and forecasts [1–3]. Several studies illustrate the
importance of incorporating the influence of environmental
variability and mesoscale forcing on the storm scale flows
for accurate prediction of tornadic supercell thunderstorms
([4, 5]). In particular, when Stensrud and Gao [4] use a
more realistic inhomogeneous mesoscale environment as
initial and boundary conditions for their convective-scale
three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) data assimilation

and forecast system, substantial improvement in forecast
accuracy is obtained over a similar convective-scale system
using a homogeneous, single-sounding environment, which
is typical of idealized storm modeling studies. Yussouf et al.
[6] investigate the benefits of using a combined mesoscale-
convective scale cycled ensemble data assimilation and pre-
diction system to investigate the accuracy of a very short-
range (0-1 h) ensemble forecast of a tornadic supercell storm.
The same suite of physics parameterization schemes is applied
to the members of the mesoscale ensemble, which is used
to provide environmental initial and boundary conditions
for a convective-scale ensemble system, and the results are
very encouraging. The convective-scale ensemble captures
the structure and propagation of the main supercell storm
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and predicts the probability of a strong low-level vorticity
track for the tornadic supercell that correlates well with the
observed rotation track.

However, while providingmesoscale environmental vari-
ability is critical to severe weather forecasts, model bias
errors due to the uncertainties associated with the physical
parameterization schemes are unavoidable and are a known
problem in convective-scale forecasting [7, 8]. Romine et
al. [9] show that using the same set of physical parame-
terization suites across mesoscale ensemble members leads
to unique bias errors, and when these mesoscale ensembles
are used as a background field for convective-scale model,
the forecast skill and accuracy degrade. Due to our limited
understanding of atmospheric processes, it is likely that the
model physics parameterizations schemeswill face challenges
in some convective environments. Removing model biases
in a data assimilation system is very difficult and is an
active area of research [10]. One approach to account for the
model biases due to its uncertainties associated with physics
parameterizations schemes is to allow for the inclusion of
multiple physical parameterization schemes amongst the
ensemblemembers [11]. Fujita et al. [12] find that an ensemble
with both physics and initial condition uncertainties shows
considerable improvement in forecasts of storm environment
with improved location and intensity of drylines, frontal
boundaries, and planetary boundary layer height and struc-
ture. Since the quality of convective-scale analyses and fore-
casts is so sensitive to background environmental variability,
using an ensemble that contains uncertainties in both initial
and model physics parameterization schemes is important
and can positively impact the forecasts of convective events.

To study the impact of environmental variability and its
uncertainty in the forecasts of severe thunderstorm events,
an ensemble-based mesoscale and convective-scale data-
assimilation and prediction system is developed for May
8, 2003, Oklahoma City (OKC), Oklahoma (OK) tornadic
supercell storm.TheOKC tornado is one of themost destruc-
tive events that occurred during a multiday tornado outbreak
across the central and easternUnited States in earlyMay 2003
[13] and several data assimilation and forecast studies have
focused on this particular storm [6, 14–16]. Two 36-member
ensemble data assimilation experiments are conducted at
mesoscale resolution to provide background environments
for convective-scale ensembles: a FixedPhysics ensemblewith
the same set of physics parameterization schemes amongst
the members [6, 9] and a MultiPhysics ensemble with
members having different physical parameterization schemes
to account for model physics uncertainty [12, 17–19]. In
addition, each member from the two ensemble systems has
slightly perturbed initial conditions to account for uncertain-
ties in the atmospheric state. These two mesoscale ensembles
are used to provide the initial and boundary conditions
for the convective-scale ensemble data assimilation system
centered inOKC and covering parts of the surrounding states
of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the
accuracy of a very short-range (0-1 h) ensemble forecast of the
OKC tornadic stormdue to two different ensemble depictions
of storm environmental conditions. A brief overview of

the OKC tornadic supercell thunderstorm event followed by
the experiment design for both themesoscale and convective-
scale data assimilation systems is discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 assesses the quantitative and qualitative results of
the forecasts from the ensembles. A discussion of key results
is found in Section 4.

2. Experiment Design

2.1. Overview of the Event. OnMay 8, 2003, a violent tornado
passed through portions of Moore, a suburban city south of
OKC, as well as the southeast OKCmetropolitan area with F4
damage reported along its path. Prior to tornado formation
in the mid- to late afternoon, the synoptic scale environment
became increasingly favorable for severe tornadic thunder-
storms [14, 20]. At around 2050 UTC, several small cells
initiated along the dryline in west central Oklahoma with
one of the cells maturing into an isolated supercell storm
by 2130 UTC. Over the next hour, this supercell moved
northeastward and intensified. A violent tornado developed
around 2210 UTC and tracked east-northeastward for about
30 km until it dissipated at around 2238 UTC, leaving a
damage path stretching from Moore to Choctaw, Oklahoma
(Figure 1(b)). The National Weather Service (NWS) Office in
Norman OK issued a tornado warning for the path of the
storm, including Cleveland, McClain, and south Oklahoma
counties at 2149 UTC, with approximately 21-minute lead
time for Moore in Cleveland County and approximately 30-
minute lead time for citizens in Oklahoma County.

2.2. Mesoscale Ensembles and Cycled EnKF Data Assimila-
tion System. The Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF-ARW core version 3.3.1; [21]) model is
used to create the mesoscale ensemble data assimilation
system. The model domain covers the continental United
States (Figure 1(a)) with a horizontal grid spacing of 12 km
and 51 vertical grid levels with vertically stretched grids from
the surface to 50 hPa aloft. Two sets of 36-member ensembles
are initialized at 1200 UTC May 8, 2003, using The National
Centers for Environments Prediction’s (NCEP) Eta model for
the ensemblemean initial and boundary conditions. Random
samples of the horizontal components of wind, water vapor
mixing ratio, and temperature are drawn from a default back-
ground error covariance file estimated by the NMC method
[22] using theWRF data assimilation software.These samples
are then added to each ensemble member to account for
uncertainties in the initial and boundary conditions [23].One
experiment uses the same sets of physics parameterization
schemes (FixedPhysics) across all 36 ensemble members.The
physics options used are Thompson [24] for microphysics,
Tiedtke [25, 26] for cumulus parameterization, YSU [27] for
planetary boundary layer parameterization, RRTMG for both
longwave and shortwave radiation, and Noah [28] for the
land surface parameterization scheme. A second 36-member
ensemble experiment uses different combinations of physics
schemes (MultiPhysics) amongst the ensemble members to
address the uncertainties in model physics parameterization
schemes (e.g., [11, 12, 18, 19]). The diversity in physics options
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Figure 1: (a) The mesoscale domain (d01) covering the CONUS, the nested convective-scale domain (d02), and the time line of the hourly
mesoscale data assimilation experiments; (b) the convective-scale domain with county borders (d02, enlarged), location of the fourWSR-88D
radars (blue dots), the NWS surveyed storm damage path (in red), and the time line of the convective-scale data assimilation and forecast
experiments.

includes land surface, planetary boundary layer, radiation,
convection, and microphysical parameterizations schemes
and is shown in Table 1.

Both ensemble systems assimilate routinely available
observations fromNOAA’sMeteorological AssimilationData
Ingest System (MADIS) every hour starting at 1300 UTC
May 8, 2003, and extending to 0000 UTC May 9, 2003
(Figure 1(a)), using the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter
(EAKF; [29]) within the Data Assimilation Research Testbed
(DART) software [30, 31].

A half radius of 230 km in the horizontal and a half radius
of 4 km in the vertical are used for the covariance localization
function (the fifth order correlation function from [32]).
The observations assimilated in the ensembles are the sur-
face altimeter setting, pressure, temperature, dewpoint, and
horizontal wind components from land and marine surface
stations, rawinsondes, and aircraft. The predicted variables
updated by the data assimilation scheme include the three
wind components, perturbation temperature, perturbation
geopotential, perturbation surface pressure of dry air, poten-
tial temperature tendency due to microphysics, water vapor,
and hydrometeors. Also updated are the 10mwind fields, 2m
temperature andwater vapor fields, and total surface pressure
variables, which are diagnosed by the surface and boundary
layer schemes using state variables on the model grid. The
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble analyses
are then used to create the initial background and boundary
conditions for their associated convective-scale ensembles.

2.3. Convective-Scale Ensembles and Cycled 3DVAR Data
Assimilation System. Themodel used for the two convective-
scale ensemble data assimilation and forecasts experiments is
the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS; [33, 34])

and its 3DVAR [4, 14, 35–37] and cloud analyses scheme [14,
38]. The ARPS 3DVAR system has been successfully used in
NOAA’s HazardousWeather Testbed (HWT) Spring Forecast
experiments [39–41] for the past several years to analyze and
detect convective-scale severe weather events [42]. Two 36-
member convective-scale ensembles are initialized from the
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble analyses
at 2100 UTC. Thus, the mesoscale ensembles provide envi-
ronmental background fields and boundary conditions for
their associated convective-scale 3DVAR data assimilation
system. The convective-scale domain is centered in OKC
using 3 km horizontal grid spacing with 192 × 192 × 50
grid points and is selected such that sufficient distance is
maintained between the supercell storm and lateral bound-
aries (Figure 1(b)). Radar observations are assimilated into
each of the individual convective-scale ensemble members
using the 3DVAR system. The convective-scale ensembles
are referred to as FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics in reference
to the mesoscale ensemble system that provides the initial
and boundary conditions. The physics options used for both
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale ensembles
are identical and include Lin et al. [43] for microphysics,
Noah [28] for land surface, Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; [44,
45]) for planetary boundary layer, Dudhia [46] for shortwave,
and RRTM [47] for longwave radiation parameterization
schemes. Cumulus parameterization is turned off for the
convective-scale ensemble. The only differences in the two
convective-scale ensembles result from the use of different
mesoscale environmental conditions provided by either the
FixedPhysics or MultiPhysics 12 km mesoscale ensembles.

Reflectivity and radial velocity observations from four
operationalWeather SurveillanceRadar-1988Doppler (WSR-
88D) radars located at Vance Air Force Base (KVNX),
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Table 1: Physics options for the MultiPhysics and FixedPhysics WRF mesoscale ensemble system.

Member Cumulus MicroPhysics PBL Land surface LW/SW Rad.
MultiPhysics ensemble

1

BMJ Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia2 MYJ
3 MYNN
4 ACM2
5 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG6 MYJ
7 MYNN
8 ACM2
9 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard10 MYJ
11 MYNN
12 ACM2
13

GD Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia14 MYJ
15 MYNN
16 ACM2
17 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG18 MYJ
19 MYNN
20 ACM2
21 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard22 MYJ
23 MYNN
24 ACM2
25

Tiedtke Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia26 MYJ
27 MYNN
28 ACM2
29 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG30 MYJ
31 MYNN
32 ACM2
33 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard34 MYJ
35 MYNN
36 ACM2

FixedPhysics ensemble
1–36 Tiedtke Thompson YSU Noah RRTMG/RRTMG

Twin Lakes (KTLX), Tulsa (KINX), and Frederick (KFDR)
are assimilated into the two convective-scale ensembles
(Figure 1(b)). The radar observations are processed using the
88D2ARPS software with the necessary quality control steps,
including velocity dealiasing and ground clutter removal
[48]. The quality controlled radar observations are then
projected into the model grid space in the form of a series
of column observations. In order to mitigate the negative
impact of small spurious cells, the noisy data in the radar
observations are discarded if the reflectivity is smaller than
25 dBZ. The latent heat (LH) release based method from

the ARPS cloud analysis package is used for in-cloud temper-
ature adjustment and all hydrometeor variables are updated
during every analysis in the assimilating window. The ARPS
3DVARuses the radar radial velocity andOklahomaMesonet
[49] surface observations of temperature, pressure, wind
speed and direction, and dewpoint temperature to update the
three wind components (𝑢, V, and 𝑤), potential temperature
(𝜃), pressure (𝑝), and water vapor mixing ratio (𝑞V), while
the cloud analysis procedure uses the reflectivity observations
to update the hydrometeor variables and adjust the in-cloud
temperature and moisture fields. Additional quality control
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Figure 2: Environmental soundings from the 36-member ensembles with temperature (thin red lines) and dewpoint temperature (thin blue
lines) at 2100UTCMay 8 ((a) and (b)) and 0000UTCMay 9, 2003 ((c) and (d)) from theOklahomaCity (KOKC) station from the FixedPhysics
and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble data assimilation systems. Overlaid are the ensemble mean (thick lines) and radiosonde observations
(black) at 00 UTCMay 9, 2003 ((c) and (d)).

of the radial velocity observations is conducted during ARPS
3DVAR assimilation, such that if the absolute difference
between a gridded radial velocity and the background is
too high (greater than 20m s−1), that observation is rejected.
Radar observations are assimilated into each member of
the FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics ensemble members via a
5min cycling procedure that lasts for a 40min period starting
at 2100 UTC and ending at 2140 UTC with a total of nine
assimilation cycles. Each cycle begins with an application of
the 3DVAR and cloud analysis, followed by a 5min ARPS
forecast, which is then used as the background for the next
3DVAR and cloud analysis. One-hour ensemble forecasts
are launched from each of the 36 convective-scale ensemble
analyses valid at the end of the cycling period at 2140 UTC.
This time is 30min prior to the time the OKC tornado first
developed in the city of Moore, Oklahoma.

3. Results

The accuracy of the forecasts from both mesoscale and
convective scale experiments using either FixedPhysics or
MultiPhysics ensemble is evaluated using both quantitative

and qualitative perspectives. Statistical measures include
root-mean-square (RMSE) error, bias (forecast observations),
and equitable threat scores (ETS) [50]. The environmental
soundings, dryline structures, significant tornado parameter
(STP), and forecast probability of low-level updraft helicity
track from the two ensemble systems are also compared
to quantify the accuracy of the storm forecasts using two
different inhomogeneous mesoscale storm environments.

3.1. Environmental Soundings from the Mesoscale Ensembles.
Soundings from the mesoscale ensembles at 2100 UTC May
8, and 0000 UTCMay 9, 2003, fromOklahoma City (KOKC)
indicate that the two ensembles produce different storm envi-
ronments (Figure 2). The environmental soundings at 2100
UTC, the time when convective-scale ensembles are initial-
ized from the two mesoscale ensembles, show noticeable dif-
ferences between the two ensemble systems (Figures 2(a) and
2(b)). The soundings from the MultiPhysics ensemble that
incorporates physics parameterizations diversity across the
members show larger variability amongst the members than
those from the FixedPhysics ensemble with the same single
suite of parameterization schemes among the members. All
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36 ensemble members from the FixedPhysics ensemble show
saturated air around 850 hPa while the MultiPhysics ensem-
ble members show greater variability in temperature and
humidity from the surface to 700 hPa.Thewinds in the lowest
3 km are also more variable in MultiPhysics, with stronger
backing of the surface winds in MultiPhysics. Due to the
lack of radiosonde observations at 2100 UTC, it is not known
which soundings are more realistic. Soundings from the two
ensemble systems later in the evening at 0000 UTC show that
both ensemble systems fail to capture the observed capping
inversion (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). Accurately capturing the
capping inversion is a common forecasting problem faced
by the modeling community. However, the larger variability
within MultiPhysics captures the observed temperature and
moisture profiles within themember envelope for most verti-
cal levels, an improvement over that seen from FixedPhysics.
The observations more often lie on the edge or outside the
ensemble envelope for the FixedPhysics experiment.

3.2. Location of Drylines in the Convective-Scale Ensembles.
The forecast locations of the dryline—the feature that helped
initiate the OKC supercell storm—and their associated dry-
line bulges also are important to compare between the
two ensembles. Isolines of 10∘C 2m dewpoint temperature
forecasts (a reasonable proxy for dryline location) from each
member of FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics along with the
analyzed isoline from Oklahoma Mesonet observations are
shown in Figure 3. The MultiPhysics ensemble has dryline
bulges (areas where dry air is advancing eastward more
rapidly yielding an eastward bulge in the isodrosotherm)
in Oklahoma as early as 10min into the forecasts at 2150
UTC, in reasonable agreement with observations, while the
FixedPhysics ensemble has no dryline bulges at this time
(Figures 3(a)–3(c)). The MultiPhysics ensemble captures the
dryline locationwithin the ensemble envelope better than the
FixedPhysics ensemble throughout the 1 h forecast (Figures
3(d)–3(l)). Most importantly, the MultiPhysics ensemble
also produces two distinct dryline bulges in Oklahoma
that compare well with the two observed dryline bulges.
Dryline bulges are an indication of the development of deep
moist convection and they develop due to enhanced low-
level convergence, helping parcels reach their level of free
convection [51].

3.3. Forecast Error Statistics of Near Surface Variables. Bias
and RMSE of 2m temperature, 2m dewpoint tempera-
ture, and 10m wind speed are calculated from the two
convective-scale ensembles and corresponding Oklahoma
Mesonet observations at 5min intervals using the 112 avail-
able Mesonet observations stations within the model domain
(Figure 4). The RMSE from the MultiPhysics ensemble is
smaller compared to the FixedPhysics ensemble throughout
the entire forecast period for both 2m temperature and
2m dewpoint temperature (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). The
differences in the magnitude of the RMSE errors are as
high as 0.35∘C and 0.60∘C for 2m temperature and 2m
dewpoint temperature, respectively, at the beginning of the
forecast period, with the differences reducing to 0.08 and 0.10,

respectively, at the end of forecast period. The differences in
the RMSE values between the two ensembles for the 10m
wind speed are very small with slightly smaller values for
the MultiPhysics ensemble (Figure 4(c)). These results are
consistentwith the findings fromFujita et al. [12] andZhiyong
and Zhang [17] in which the benefits of a MultiPhysics
ensemble over a single-scheme ensemble are found to be
more pronounced in the thermodynamic variables than
in the wind fields. For 2m temperature, the FixedPhysics
ensemble has a larger warm bias while the MultiPhysics
ensemble has a smaller cold bias at all forecast times. For 2m
dewpoint temperature both FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics
ensembles have a moist bias with the bias from MultiPhysics
being larger. However, for the 10m wind speed, the bias in
MixedPhysics is consistently larger than that in FixedPhysics.
These statistics indicate that using physics diversity across the
ensemble can have a positive impact on the forecast of near
surface thermodynamic variables but a mixed impact on the
forecast of near surface wind field.

3.4. Ensemble Mean Forecasts of Significant Tornado Param-
eter (STP). One of the severe weather parameters used to
evaluate tornadic supercell environments by the NOAA/
NWS/Storm Prediction Center is the significant tornado
parameter (STP; [52]). The STP helps discriminate between
significantly tornadic (F2 or greater damage) and nontor-
nadic supercell environments, with proximity soundings
yielding STP values greater than 1 in association with a
majority of F2 or greater tornadic supercell storms. The STP
equation is defined as

STP = CAPE
1000 J ⋅ kg−1

×

SHR
20m ⋅ s−1

×

SREH
100m2 ⋅ s−2

×

(2000m − LCL)
1500m

×

(150 J ⋅ kg−1 + CIN)
125 J ⋅ kg−1

,

(1)

where CAPE is the convective available potential energy,
SHR is 0–6 km vector vertical shear magnitude, SREH is 0-
1 km storm-relative helicity, CIN is convective inhibition, and
LCL is the lifting condensation level. The ensemble-mean
forecast of STP derived from MultiPhysics ensemble at 2150
(20 minutes prior to tornadogenesis) is very large around
the OKC area, with values approaching 50, suggestive of a
severe storm environment with significant tornado threat
(Figure 5(b)). Thompson et al. [52] show that the largest
values of STP are below 10 when using proximity soundings
from the hourly 40 km Rapid Update Cycle-2 (RUC-2),
suggesting that the high temporal frequency 3 km convective-
scale model forecasts over an area that includes both the
supercell storm and its surrounding environments may be
providing new and useful information. The maximum value
of STP continues to increase over the next 20 minutes out to
2200 UTC (Figure 5(d)) with values higher than 75. By the
time the observed tornado forms at ∼2210 UTC, the values
of STP start to decrease (Figures 5(f) and 5(h)). In contrast,
the FixedPhysics ensemble generates smaller STP values
around OKC at 2150 UTC indicating a less favorable storm
environment (Figure 5(a)). By 2200 UTC, the FixedPhysics
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ensemble produces high values of STP in south central
Kansas (Figure 5(c)) indicating severe tornadic environment
in that area and small values of STP around OKC area. Thus,
the STP values from the FixedPhysics ensemble could have

diverted forecasters attention to the north of Kansas where
no significant tornadoes were observed until over 30min
after the end of the forecast period. The behavior of the
large magnitude STP fields to the south of regions of forecast
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Figure 4:The time series of RMSE and bias (forecast observations) during 1 h forecast period for (a) 2m temperatures (∘C), (b) 2m dewpoint
temperature (∘C), and (c) 10m wind speed (m s−1) for the FixedPhysics (green lines) and MultiPhysics (red lines) convective-scale ensemble
system.

convection suggests that they are produced by the model
supercells modifying the surrounding environment as also
seen in Brooks et al. [53]. The correlation coefficient between
themaximumvalues of STP surrounding the supercell region
and the maximum values of 0–3 km updraft helicity within
the storm (a measure of low-level storm intensity) during the

forecast period is 0.86 for FixedPhysics ensemble and 0.95 for
MultiPhysics ensemble. These high correlations suggest that
the intensity of the environmental modification is related to
the intensity of the low-level mesocyclone. This relationship
deserves further study to evaluate whether or not it could be
used to evaluate the likelihood of tornado formation.
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Figure 5: Ensemble-mean forecasts of STP parameter (colorfill, 5 increments) from FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
experiments. The portion of the domain shown here is 306 × 363 km wide.
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Figure 6: Neighborhood ensemble probability forecasts of 0–3 km updraft helicity from (a) FixedPhysics and (b) MultiPhysics convective-
scale ensembles exceeding thresholds of 50m2 s−2 starting at 2200 UTC and ending at 2240 UTC over the entire convective-scale domain.
Overlaid in each panel is the NWS observed tornado damage track (black outline) that starts at 2210 UTC and ends at 2238 UTC.

3.5. Ensemble Probabilistic Forecast of Updraft Helicity of the
Supercell. The 3 km model horizontal grid spacing used in
this study is far too coarse to explicitly resolve a tornado
circulation. However, one good measure of the amount of
rotation within the supercell storm is the updraft helicity
(UH; [39–41, 54]), as it tends to highlight the main rotating
storm updraft within a specified layer. A 0–3 km UH is
selected to evaluate forecasts of low-level mesocyclones asso-
ciated with tornadic supercell storms. Neighborhood ensem-
ble probabilities of UH exceeding predetermined thresholds
are calculated during the 1 h forecast period from both exper-
iments (Figures 6 and 7), with a 9 km radius used to calculate
the probabilistic forecasts of UH around each horizontal grid
point to account for the small displacement errors across
the ensemble members [6]. Results using a threshold UH
of 50m2 s−2, a reasonable value for identifying mesocyclonic
features in a convective-scale model [55, 56], show sev-
eral regions of interest (Figure 6). Both experiments show
maximum probabilities (100%) of significant rotation over
OKC that covers the NWS surveyed OKC tornado observed
damage track (black line) and extends farther northeastward.
Close examination reveals that the 100% probabilities of
a low-level mesocyclone from the FixedPhysics ensemble
(Figure 6(a)) encompass a broader area than those from the
MultiPhysics ensemble (Figure 6(b)) for the OKC area. In
addition, both experiments show several additional rotation
tracks north of OKC in north central Oklahoma, near the
Oklahoma-Kansas border and in south-central Kansas. The
FixedPhysics ensemble experiments show two high prob-
ability rotation tracks, one just north of OKC with 100%
probabilities at several points and another in south-central
Kansas with probabilities as high as 95%. In contrast, the
MultiPhysics ensemble generates low probabilities of rotation
with values below 45% on the storm north of OKC and
values below 70% for the longer mesocyclone track in south
Kansas. The high probabilities of UH in Kansas from the
FixedPhysics ensembles correlate with the high STP values in

that area as shown in Figures 5(a), 5(c), 5(e), and 5(g). These
results suggest that compared to the FixedPhysics ensemble,
the MultiPhysics ensemble is able to better discriminate the
region of tornadic supercell threat during this 1-hour forecast
period.

Using UH track as a proxy for tornado path length
forecasts, Clark et al. [41] show that the UH forecast path
length from convective-scale models is strongly related to the
track length of observed tornadoes.Therefore, to evaluate the
forecasts of low-level tornadic rotation for the OKC supercell
storm, 0–3 km neighborhood UH probabilities with higher
threshold values of 150m2 s−2, 200m2 s−2, and 250m2 s−2
from both FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
ensemble are evaluated (Figures 7(a)–7(f)) and are com-
pared against the 0–3 kmmesocyclone circulations [57] from
KTLX radar observations (Figure 7(g)) generated using the
Warning Decision Support System-Integrated Information
software (WDSS-II; [58]). Results indicate that the low-
level mesocyclone persists during the 0-1 h forecast for all
threshold values, with higher probabilities of UH quali-
tatively correlating well with the observed rotation track
(Figure 7(g)). Maximum probabilities (100%) are seen at all
grid points covering the NWS damage path and correlating
well with the radar observed rotation path for 150m2 s−2
threshold value for both ensemble experiments (Figures 7(a),
7(b), and 7(g)). However, the UH track from FixedPhysics
(Figure 7(a)) extends well beyond the observed mesocyclone
track with 100% probabilities stretching northeastward, while
the MultiPhysics (Figure 7(b)) ensemble correctly forecasts
the length of observed rotation with 100% probabilities and
has lower UH probabilities beyond the observed rotation
track.The probabilities remain above 90% for aUH threshold
of 200m2 s−2 and above 50% for a threshold of 250m2 s−2
for the entire path length of the observed damage track
(Figures 7(d) and 7(f)) in MultiPhysics. In contrast, the
FixedPhysics ensemble indicates lower UH probabilities with
values below 65% for a 200m2 s−2 threshold and below 30%
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Figure 7: Neighborhood ensemble probability forecasts of 0–3 km updraft helicity from FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
ensembles exceeding thresholds of ((a), (b)) 150m2 s−2, ((c), (d)) 200m2 s−2, and ((e), (f)) 250m2 s−2 starting at 2200 UTC and ending at 2240
UTC. The bottom panel (g) is the WDSS-II generated KTLX radar observed low level (0–3 km AGL) mesocyclone track during 2200–2240
UTC (MD is missing data). Overlaid in each panel is the NWS observed tornado damage track (black outline in (a)–(f) and green outline in
(g)) that starts at 2210 UTC and ends at 2238 UTC. The portion of the domain shown here is 120 × 90 km wide.

for a 250m2 s−2 threshold near the beginning of the observed
tornado. Thus, the UH probability track from the Multi-
Physics ensemble better captures the observed tornado and
rotation track extent than from the FixedPhysics ensemble.
These results highlight the potential benefit of background
environmental variability in predicted 0–3 km UH forecast
probabilities violent tornadoes, one of the goals of NOAA’s
Warn-on-Forecast initiative [18].

3.6. Forecast Time Series of Equitable Threat Scores (ETS).
To quantify the accuracy of precipitation forecasts from the
ensembles, the ETS is calculated from both FixedPhysics and
MultiPhysics convective-scale ensembles for radar reflectivity
exceeding threshold values of 35 and 45 dBZ (Figure 8).

The ETS is calculated using continuously cycled 3DVAR
analyses produced throughout the 1 h forecast period as
observations. An ETS score of 1 indicates a perfect forecast,
with the ETS value decreasing to 0 as forecast accuracy
declines. Results indicate that both ensemble systems start
with ETS values of ∼0.70 for 35 dBZ threshold (Figures 8(a)
and 8(b)) and ∼0.55 for 45 dBZ threshold (Figures 8(c) and
8(d)) at the beginning of the forecast. The ETS accuracy
decreases with forecast lead times as expected. However, the
variability in the ETS score amongst the members is larger
and increases with forecast lead times for the MultiPhysics
ensembles compared to that for the FixedPhysics ensemble.
At the end of the forecast period at 2240 UTC, the mean
ETS values for MultiPhysics ensemble are ∼0.15 and ∼0.20
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Figure 8: Values of equitable threat score (ETS) for reflectivity thresholds of ((a), (b)) 35 dBZ and ((c), (d)) 45 dBZ as a function of forecast
times (UTC) from the convective-scale FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics 36-member ensembles (thin lines) and ensemble mean (thick lines).
The independent 3DVAR analyses of reflectivity are used as observations.

(Figures 8(b) and 8(d)), while the mean ETS values for
FixedPhysics ensembles are 0.09 and 0.10 (Figures 8(a) and
8(c)) for 35 and 45 dBZ thresholds, respectively. Thus the
MultiPhysics ensemble maintains higher ETS accuracy than
the FixedPhysics ensemble at the end of 1-hour-long forecasts.
This is more pronounced for 45 dBZ threshold (Figure 8(d)),
in which the MultiPhysics ensemble maintains the 0.20 ETS
values during the last 25 minutes of the forecasts.

4. Discussion

In this study, experiments are conducted to assimilate radar
observations within a convective-scale ensemble using back-
ground storm environments from two different mesoscale
ensembles forMay 8, 2003, OklahomaCity tornadic supercell
storm event. The two sets of 36-member 12 km mesoscale
ensembles using either single (FixedPhysics) or multi-
ple physical parameterization (MultiPhysics) schemes are
produced. The FixedPhysics ensemble uses the same land

surface, planetary boundary layer, radiation, convection, and
microphysical parameterizations amongst all the ensemble
members, whereas the MultiPhysics ensemble uses a vari-
ation of those combinations across the members. Tradi-
tional atmospheric observations are assimilated into the
ensembles at every hour cycle starting at 1200 UTC on the
day of the event and out to 12 h or 0000 UTC, May 9,
2003. The convective-scale 3 km ensembles are created using
the mesoscale ensembles as background and assimilating
Doppler radial velocity and reflectivity observations from
four operational WSR-88D radars every 5 minutes over a
40min cycling period starting at 2100 UTC and ending
at 2140 UTC. Finally, 1 h forecasts are launched from the
convective-scale ensemble analyses starting at 2140 UTC and
extending out to 2240 UTC, thereby covering the entire
lifetime of the observed OKC tornado.

Results indicate that the forecast RMSE values for the
near surface temperature, dewpoint temperature, and wind
variables from the convective-scale MultiPhysics ensemble
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are smaller than those from the FixedPhysics ensemble, high-
lighting the positive impact of the MultiPhysics approach.
However, a more qualitative evaluation of specific forecast
features, such as the presence of dryline bulges, environmen-
tal sounding structures, values of ensemblemean STP, and 0–
3 km UH probabilities shows that the MultiPhysics ensemble
better captures the important features on this day than
the FixedPhysics ensemble. In particular, the convective-
scale Multiphysics ensemble forecasts high values of STP
around the OKC area before tornadogenesis, suggesting an
environment that is very favorable for tornadic supercell
storms, while the FixedPhysics experiment forecasts much
lower STP values in the same area. The 0–3 km UH values
for both FixedPhysics andMultiPhysics ensembles show high
probabilities that correlate well with the observed tornado
and low-level rotation tracks. However, the UH track in
the MultiPhysics ensemble better captures the beginning
and ending points of the observed tornado track than seen
in the FixedPhysics ensemble. Therefore, convective-scale
ensembles with greater diversity in the mesoscale envi-
ronmental conditions as produced through using multiple
physics schemes can provide forecasters with more accurate
situational awareness and greater confidence of the tornado
threats from very short-range ensemble forecasts.

Although not computationally feasible for this study,
convective-scale data assimilation and forecast experiments
with horizontal grid spacing less than 1 km are needed to
resolve tornadic-scale circulations. Past studies show notice-
able differences in storm structures when simulated with a
horizontal grid spacing varying between 250m and 1 km [59,
60]. While the computational demands associated with such
small grid spacing are significant at this time, with continued
rapid increases in computing power, futureworkwill focus on
convective-scale data assimilation and forecast experiments
at 1 km or less. The use of more sophisticated double or
triple moment microphysics schemes in the convective-scale
ensemble with perturbed microphysical parameters within
the scheme [61] and applying physics diversity across the
ensemble [62, 63] can provide improved short-range forecasts
for a wide range of storm systems and will be included in
future convective-scale data assimilation studies.

Due to our limited understanding of atmospheric pro-
cesses, it is likely that the use of evenmore sophisticated phys-
ical parameterization schemes will face challenges when used
in some storm environments. However, the results obtained
from this study suggest that by using reasonable diversity in
physics schemes, an ensemble system is more likely to span
the observations and provide improved storm environments
for a wide range of storm systems. An ensemble system
that accounts for uncertainties both in initial condition and
model physical parameterization schemes is important to
the successful very short-range probabilistic convective-scale
forecast of tornadic supercell thunderstorms, which is the
main goal NOAA’s Warn-on-Forecast initiative.
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